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M Universal Soundbar Mount Medium

When you turn your TV from side to side you want
your soundbar to move with the TV screen. 

M Universal Soundbar Mount is made especially
for turnable flat screen TVs. 
The soundbar always faces you so the picture and sound and picture never loses sync. 
To keep your soundbar flush with your flat screen TV, the height and depth of the Sound Bar Mount can
be adjusted to fit different sizes and shapes of soundbars. 
The metal finish adds a stylish accent to the sound bar bracket and it can be used with virtually any TV
wall mount. 

M Universal Soundbar Mount Medium holds a maximum weight of 10kg and provides secure support for
your sound bar for TV´s up to 70". The flexible design can be used with any wall mount that
accommodates VESA® mounting patterns up to 600 x 400mm. The mount also gives you the function
to connect a web camera or other camera device like Xbox or Playstation camera. 

Highlights
Fits most 40" to 70" TVs with mounting patterns up to 600 x 400mm
Accommodates sound bars with mounting hole spacing up to (880mm)
Includes hardware to mount sound bars with keyholes or threaded interfaces
Height adjustable to achieve perfect placement

SPECIFICATION

M Universal Soundbar Mount Medium

For screen size: 40" up to 70"

Universal: Max holepattern 778 mm

VESA standard: up to 600x400 mm

Article No: 7 350 073 732 876

Size in mm:

Max 819x40.5x824 (WxDxH) w ithout Camera holder
Max 819x76x824 (WxDxH) w ith Camera holder
Min 636x40.5x630 (WxDxH) w ithout Camera holder
Min 636x76x630 (WxDxH) w ith Camera holder

Tilt: No

Weight: 2.53 kg
Weight incl package: 3.0 kg

Colour: Black

Max load: 10 kg

Warranty: 5 years

View more images and videos for this product at http://multibrackets.com/2876

Ready when you are

EAN: 7350073732876
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